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1.

Purpose of the Paper and Summary
1.1

2.

To identify the current open space and biodiversity sites within the Wyke Area
and the opportunities for their enhancement and potential additional
opportunities for biodiversity enhancement.

Background
2.1

The Area Committee has requested further information on the number of open
spaces and biodiversity areas to inform further consideration by the Committee
of opportunities to enhance the current provision and space for nature.

2.2

Current legislation seeks to protect and enhance biodiversity with the Natural and
Rural Communities Act (NERC) (2006) placing a duty on all local authorities to
have regard to conserving biodiversity whist exercising its functions. Out of the
NERC Act (2006) came the protection of habitat and species of principal
importance through the UK and local biodiversity action plans (BAP). The UK no
longer exists, in England, this has been superseded by Biodiversity 2020: A
strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystem services (2011). The BAP is still
enshrined in law through the NERC Act 2006 and delivered through the planning
system via the National Planning Policy Framework.

2.3

The publication of the Natural Environment White Paper by the Government in
2011 following on from the Lawton Review ‘Making space for nature’: a review of
England's wildlife sites (2010) saw a shift in the way biodiversity is approached at
a strategic level. The report promotes the creation of a more resilient ecological
network using the 'more, bigger, better, joined up' approach. Locally this led to
the creation of the Hull and East Yorkshire Local Nature Partnership to
complement the existing Humber Nature Partnership. The White Paper supports
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the protection and enhancement of existing sites; and enhancing the connectivity
between sites with sympathetically managed natural habitat corridors
2.4

The Conservation of Habitat Regulations 2010 (amended 2017 and 2019) sees
greater protection for specially protected species and habitats. Of particular note
within Hull includes the Humber Estuary which is a Special Area of Conservation,
Special Protection Area, Ramsar site (internationally important wetland) and Site
of Special Scientific Interest.

2.5

The forthcoming Environment Bill looks to further support the Natural
Environment White Paper through the delivery of biodiversity net gain and the
creation and delivery of new Local Nature Recovery Strategies. Outline
objectives relating to biodiversity include improving the condition of protected
sites, improving the status of species populations on land and in freshwaters and
the restoration and creation of wildlife-rich habitat outside of existing protected
sites through improved management. Targets will be legally binding with a
requirement for the Council to report on progress.

3. Issues for Consideration relating to Green Infrastructure
Nature Recovery Network Strategies will involve and assessment of existing
ecological assets and look at how connectivity can be protected and
enhanced. An assessment of the green space provision across the city was
undertaken in January 2021 as part of the Open Spaces Strategy Review.
Local standards for quantity provision are set within Hull’s Local Plan. The
Wyke ward has below average greenspace provision for Hull.

Hull Provision 2021
(ha/1000 people)

As percentage of
recommended provision

surplus/deficit 2021 (ha)

1.57

12.15

0.37

0.5

0.58

73.02%

-0.13

Semi-natural

1.24

3.12

0.82

5.19

0.16

0.62

0.85

25.16%

-0.46

Green Corridor

1.63

3.46

13.82

18.92

0.57

Amenity
Children's Play
facilities
Outdoor Sports
Facilities

0.13

3.09

7.47

10.69

0.32

0.67

0.69

47.96%

-0.35

0.35

0.29

0.61

1.24

0.04

0.03

0.03

124.74%

0.01

0.33

18.25

0.36

18.95

0.57

1.68

0.95

33.90%

-1.11

Allotments

3.78

5.03

0.75

9.56

0.29

0.24

0.23

119.67%

0.05
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Hectares of greenspace
/1000 people

3.00

Wyke Area

7.58

Central

Parks and Gardens

Open Space Typology

Bricknell

Hull Standard (ha/1000
people)

Table 1 below shows provision across the wards and totals for the area.
Overall, provision is low compared to Hull standards with a particular deficit in
semi-natural habitats, however, this is reduced when green corridors are
included, particularly in the Central ward.

Avenue

3.1

0.57

Cemetery

18.21

22.09

3.24

43.54

1.31

Civic
Young Persons
Facilities

0.00

0.00

0.72

0.72

0.02

0.00

0.05

0.21

0.26

0.008

Education
Green Corridor +
Semi-Natural

16.38
2.88

15.14
6.59

7.71
14.64

39.22
24.11

1.18
0.72

Private

0.00

0.48

0.28

0.76

0.02

Population (2019)
Indices of Multiple
Deprivation
(20% most) 2019

12,962

7,884

12,422

33,268

33.3

20

100

1.74

0.022

0.022

3.762

36.04%

-0.01

46.37%

Table 1 Provision of Open Space in Wyke
3.2

A recent project by the charity Trees for Cities mapped canopy cover using
aerial photography alongside ground truthing by local volunteers. Avenues
(32.8% tree cover) and Bricknell (19.8 % tree cover) have the top two highest
tree cover in the city. Central ward by comparison has only 13% tree canopy
cover, below average for the city. In the densely built-up environment tree
cover and the associated ecosystem services they provide1 means that mature
trees offer some of the best and most well-connected habitat in the city.

3.3

Hull’s tight boundaries and dense built environment means that biodiversity is
low. The map in Figure 1, from the RSPB et al 2016 report State of Nature,
estimates levels of ‘biodiversity intactness’ across the UK. Hull is shown with a
biodiversity intactness of 50-60%; values of below 90% indicate that
ecosystems services are likely not functioning reliably (e.g. flood protection)
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Figure 1 Estimated levels of ‘biodiversity intactness’ across the UK

3.4

The maps shown in figures 2-4 show designated (Hull Local Plan 2016-2032)
green spaces above 0.1 hectares within the Wyke Area by ward. The green
corridors are shown overlayed with green dots.

3.5

Although the Avenues ward (Figure 2) is low on green space, sites are well
connected and several of the green spaces lend themselves to biodiversity
improvements or changes in management that would lead to multiple benefits.
The General Cemetery is a Local Wildlife Site and is being actively managed
by a Community Group. Mature and veteran tree covers and developing
understory are important ecological assets here. The site has potential to be a
Local Nature Reserve and management prescriptions are being detailed
alongside better understanding of the natural and historical environment.
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Active and former rail corridors also provide strong links through the ward.
Hull’s largest known bat maternity roost lies within the Avenues ward.
3.6

The Bricknell ward (Figure 3) is better served in greenspace and has a strong
green corridor running through the west of the ward connecting with key
species rich grassland sites in the East Riding in Hull City Council ownership.
Of particular note is the water vole population on the Setting Dyke and the
close proximity to Great Crested Newt Populations at Snuffmill Fields and
Priory Woods Cemetery. Habitat links here from the wider countryside into the
city with likely form an important part of the Strategic Nature Recovery
Network and Hull’s contribution to improving the conservation status of
protected species.

3.7

The Central ward (Figure 4) is well served by green corridors in the east. The
River Hull supports otter and there are recent records for both water vole and
grass snake alongside the Beverley and Barmston Drain; this water way is
currently subject of a joint project ‘Dynamic Drains’ between the Environment
Agency, Hull City Council and Groundworks with input from the Yorkshire
Wildlife Trust. The project aims to reconnect people with the water and deliver
water quality and biodiversity improvements. The creation of a linear park
alongside the drain on former railway sidings at Bridlington Avenue is a key
aspiration. Land ownership uncertainties and contaminated land are identified
constraints. Significant efforts have been made in 2020 and 2021 to control
the invasive non-native Japanese Knotweed in this area.
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Figure 2 Avenue Ward Open Space Sites
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Figure 3 Bricknell Ward Open Space Sites
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Figure 4 Central Ward Open Space Sites
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3.8

The majority of green spaces within the Wyke ward lend themselves to
accommodating management changes or supporting direct biodiversity
enhancements, many of these will also support carbon capture and supporting
flood resilience particularly where this involves greening the grey such as green
(flowering plants and grasses) or brown (sedum) roofs, green walls (example
shown in Figure 5, at Ron Dearing University Technical College, Hull) and rain
gardens. Council property assets such as garages, schools and public buildings
provide opportunities to showcase such improvements.

Figure 5 Green wall at Ron Dearing University Technical College, Hull
3.9

Tree planting in areas of low canopy cover will help connect designated green
space sites. A variety of standard trees in purpose-built tree pits will deliver future
reliance of the city’s tree stock to climate change and pest and diseases. Current
arboricultural practices such as heavy pollarding of canopies limits the ecosystem
services a tree delivers. Root protection and purpose installed tree pits within the
hard landscape delivers improved tree rooting volume, increased health, and
flood storage. Joined up thinking and investment where there are highways and
infrastructure works will deliver joint benefits. Where large scale engineering isn’t
possible the installation of root barrier membrane will protect nearby built
infrastructure.

3.10

Simple improvements in species diversity within grassed areas, alongside
increased biodiversity; leads to improved soil structure, increasing ground
permeability during heavy rain, it provides vegetation with increased resilience to
periods of drought and improved soil carbon structure. These improvements are
delivered through increased complexity in root structure as illustrated in the
diagram in Figure 6 from the Floodplain Meadow Partnership.
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Figure 6 The above and below ground structure of meadow plants
3.11

4.

The production of a Nature Recovery Network Strategy will be a key outcome of
the forthcoming Environment Bill. Although strategy boundaries are currently
unknown, however, it is likely that Hull will form part of a wider partnership with
the East Riding of Yorkshire with close working with relevant authorities on the
actions concerning the Humber Estuary. The Wyke Area supports three key
corridors through the city, the River Hull, the Beverley and Barmston Drain and
the western links to Cottingham.

Next steps
4.1

Continual assessment of the current status of green corridors within the ward and
identify opportunities and gaps in the green network.

4.2

Investigate opportunities for retrofitting of multifunctioning natural features for
biodiversity, flood and climate change mitigation.
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